EROAD Go

Rock solid compliance meets robust mobile driver workflow
EROAD Go gives your team an edge in the daily race against the clock and gives your
operation an advantage in performance and profitability. Connecting critical parts of your
team—accounting, dispatch, safety and compliance, and drivers—EROAD Go helps you get
the data you need right where you need it.

Automate dispatch and data collection from drivers
Eliminate manual dispatch, paper manifests and forms and the
labor to manage and collect them and enter data.
Give drivers the tools and information that they need to be
safe, productive and professional
Put manifests and stop details at drivers’ fingertips, along
with routing tools to help ensure safe, efficient driving and
timely arrivals.
Speed up time to invoicing and simplify payroll
Get data back from the field and into your accounting system
in seconds to decrease your DSO, improve cash flow and make
paying drivers a snap.

EROAD uses best-of-breed devices
to ensure consistent compliance
and productivity
Dedicated in-cab device
Purpose-built, highly reliable and accurate device hardwired to the ECM
Mobile workflow
Proven, robust tool for drivers on a flexible next-generation platform

It’s time to stop settling for underperforming technology and suppliers
Thousands of fleets worldwide rely on EROAD to improve safety, compliance and efficiency. We provide reliable,
accurate solutions and back them up with best-in-class customer service. Are you looking to drive better and safer
operations and higher performance? Want the same from your technology partner? We invite you to look to EROAD.

How EROAD impacts your operation end-to-end
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Assign loads with better data,
eliminate paper from the
dispatch process and monitor
drivers and loads in real time.

Stay in compliance effortlessly
and move through the day
with stop details, routing and
tools to submit forms data
and proof of delivery.

Manage safety and compliance
with accurate, consistent data.

Get proof of delivery back
faster to invoice quickly and
improve cashflow. Manage
OS&D easily. Pay drivers
rapidly and improve morale.

Keep CSA scores low and
get through audits without a
headache.

Key functions of the EROAD GO app
A robust design allows the app to handle real-world conditions and edge cases—such as use out of data coverage or
dispatch route changes overlapping with driver activity—that ensures no loss of activity data. The app is tested and
proven over millions of transactions per month by thousands of drivers.
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Off-the-shelf integrations with McLeod
and TMW TMS systems
Flexible middleware enables easy
integration to other 3rd party TMS and
IT-built systems
Push manifests and stop details to
drivers’ tablets/phones
Drivers invoke truck routed turn-by-turn
nav from stop details
Specific flows for trailer add/drop, OS&D,
returns, special services and more
Drivers capture and submit forms,
signatures, images and bar code scans
from the app

REQUEST A DEMO TODAY:
1-855-503-7623 | www.eroad.com

